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Let G be a Z-connected bipartite graph with bipartition (A, B), where (Al > IBI. 
It is shown that if each vertex of A has degree at least k, and each vertex of B has 
degree at least I, then G contains a cycle of length at least 2 min( IBI, k fl- 1, 
2k-2). Then this result is used to determine the minimum number of edges 
required in a bipartite graph to ensure a cycle of length at least 2m, for any integer 
m > 2. it” 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dirac showed in [4] that if G is a 2-connected graph of minimum degree 
1 then G contains a cycle of length at least min( 1 V(G)/, 21). This result was 
improved for the special case of bipartite graphs by Voss and Zuluaga [8]. 
THEOREM 1 [IS]. Let G be a 2-connected bipartite graph with bipartition 
(A, B) and minimum degree 1. Then G contains a cycle of length at least 
2min((Al, (Bj, 21-2). 
This result is, in a sense, best possible since there exist 2-connected 
bipartite graphs of minimum degree 1 whose longest cycle has length 41- 4. 
For example, take several disjoint copies of the complete bipartite graph 
K I& 2 and join each vertex in the l-set of each K,.,-, to two new vertices. 
We shall improve the bound on the length of a longest cycle still further, 
however, by considering the minimum degree of each set in the bipartition. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a 2-connected bipartite graph with bipartition 
(A, B), where IAl 3 1 BI. If each vertex of A has degree at least k, and each 
vertex of B has degree at least 1, then G contains a cycle of length at least 
2min(lBI, k+l- 1, 2k-2). Moreover, ifk=l and IAl = IBl, then G con- 
tains a cycle of length at least 2 min( IBI, 2k - 1). 
The following graph G shows that there exist 2-connected bipartite 
graphs which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and whose longest cycle 
has length 2(k + I- 1). Given integers a, b, k, l>, 2 such that 
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a B b 3 k + I- 1, G is the graph obtained from two disjoint complete bipar- 
tite graphs K, _ ,.k and K,,, ~ k by joining each vertex in the k set of K, _ ,,k to 
every vertex in the 1 set of K,,b _ k. 
In [9, Theorem 11, Woodall determined the minimum number of edges 
in a graph needed to ensure the existence of a cycle of length at least m. 
Using Theorem 2 we determine the minimum number of edges in a bipar- 
tite graph needed to ensure the existence of a cycle of length at least 2m. 
The lower bounds on the number of edges were conjectured by Ralph 
Faudree and John Sheehan. 
THEOREM 3. Let m he an integer and G he a bipartite graph with hipar- 
tition (A, B), where IAl =a, IBJ =h, 2<mdhda, and 
IE(G)I>b+(a-t)(m-1) tf h62m-2 
>(b+a-2m+3)(m-I) f h 2 2m - 2. 
Then G contains a cycle qf length at least 2m. 
Let G,(a, h) be the graph obtained from Ku.,,,-, by adjoining a set of 
(b - m + 1) vertices and joining each new vertex to a single vertex in the 
a-set of Ku,,,,_, Let G?(a, h) be the separable graph with two blocks 
K u ~ m  + I .n, I and Km ~ I .h ~- ,,, + 2 > where the cut vertex lies in the (m - 1 )-set 
of the first block, and the (b-m + 2)-set of the second. Then the graphs 
G,(a, b), for h<2m-2, and G,(a, h), for h32m-2, demonstrate that 
Theorem 3 is, indeed, best possible. 
Throughout this paper we shall use the notation and terminology of [3]. 
In addition, if G is a graph, u is a vertex of G, and H is a subgraph of G we 
shall use NH(u) to denote the set, and dH(u) the number, of vertices of H 
which are adjacent to u. When H = G, however, we shall denote NG(u) by 
N(u). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The following fundamental result of P&a, extends a previous lemma due 
to Dirac [4, Lemma 21. 
LEMMA 4 [7, Theorem 3, IV]. Let G be a 2-connected graph and P be a 
maximal path of G. Let the end vertices of P be u and v. Then G contains 
internally disjoint uv-paths P, and P, such that 
(i) for i = 1 and 2 the common vertices of P and Pi occur in the same 
order along both paths, and 
(ii) Nuns V(P,)u V(P,). 
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Applying this result to bipartite graphs gives 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a 2-connected bipartite graph with bipartition (A, B), 
and P be a maximal path in G. Let the end vertices of P be u and v. 
(i) If ME A and VE B then G contains a cycle of length at least 
min(lV(P)I, 2(d(u)+d(v)- 1)). 
(ii) If u, UE A then G contains a cycle of length at least 
min(\V(P)J - 1, 2(d(u)+d(v)-2)). 
Proof of (i). Let P=x, yIx2’. .x,y,, where X,=U and y,=u. Let 
S=N(x,), T=N( y,), and T+ = ( yi 1 X,E T}. If Sn T+ # $3 then G con- 
tains a cycle of length 1 V(P)I. Hence we may assume that S n T+ = @. 
Suppose there exists yi E S and xi E T such that j f i. Choosing i and j such 
that i-j is as small a nonnegative integer as possible, it follows that 
c, = x, y, x2 . . xi ynx, . y,x, 
is a cycle of G such that Su(T+\jy,v,))z V(C,)nB. Thus 
(V(C,)l>2(ISI+(T+I-1)=2(d(u)+d(v)-1). 
Hence we may assume that 
if y,ES and X,E T then i <j. (1) 
Let P, and P, be internally disjoint uv-paths which satisfy properties (i) 
and (ii) of Lemma 4, and choose x, E T. It follows from Lemma 4(ii) that 
xjEP,for some iE (1,2). Let zj be the successor of xi along Pi and put 
T* = {z, I x, E T}. Since P, and P, are internally disjoint, I T*l > I TI - 1. 
Moreover, using Lemma 4(i) and (1 ), it follows that S A T* = 0. Putting 
Cz=P,uP2, we have SuT*cV(C2)nBand hence 
Proof of (ii). Putting P=xlylx2...yn-,x,,, S=N(x,), T=N(x,), 
and Tf = ( yj I yi-, E T), the proof proceeds on similar lines to that of (i). 
We note in passing that Theorem 1 may be derived from Lemma 5. 
Proceeding by contradiction we choose a counterexample G to Theorem 1, 
such that I V(G)1 is as small as possible and, subject to this condition, that 
[E(G)1 is as large as possible. It follows that any pair of nonadjacent ver- 
tices belonging to different sets in the bipartition of G are joined by a path 
of length at least 2 min( I Al, I BI, 21- 2) - 1. Choosing P to be a path of 
maximum length in G we apply Lemma 5 and obtain a contradiction. 
Bondy, Hartman, and Locke [l’] have recently given an alternative 
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proof of Dirac’s Theorem. The following result is a slight strengthening of 
[ 1, Lemma 2’1. 
LEMMA 6. Let C = c, c2. . . c,c, be a longest cycle in a graph G. Let P be 
a path of G - C, with end vertices u and v, and of length p 3 1. Let Q(u, v) be 
the set, and q(u, v) be the number, of occurrences of ordered pairs (ci, c,) of 
the vertices of C such that c, is joined to one of {u, v}, cj to the other, and 
(N(~)~N(~))~{c~+,,c~+~,...,c~~,}=~. Zfq(u,v)32, then 
I V(C)1 3 2 IN,(u) u N,(v)1 + PC/(& 0). 
Proof. Let S=N,(U)uN,(v) and S+=(ci~V(C) I ci-,~S}. By the 
maximality of C, SnS+ = 0. Moreover if (ci, C,)E Q(u, v) then 
I(c~+~,c~+~ ,..., c,-,)l3p+l and I{c,+,,c~+~ ,..., ci-,)n(SuS+)I=l. 
Thus 
I V(C)1 3 ISI + Is+ I + P4(U, v). 
In the following we shall say that u and u are strongly connected to c if 
q(u, v) 3 2. Rewriting Lemma 6 we obtain 
COROLLARY 6. With the above terminology, 
Iv(C)l~2(d,.(u)+d,(v)+p-2) 
+2(q(u,v)-IN,(u)nN,(v)l)+(P-2)(q(u,v)-2). 
Before proving Theorem 2 we need two further results concerning paths 
and cycles in bipartite graphs. 
THEOREM 7 [S]. Let G be a bipartite graph with hipartition (A, B) such 
that each vertex qf A has degree at least k 3 2. If 
IBI G r&l (k- l), 
then G contains a cycle of length at least 2k. 
LEMMA 8. Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition (A, B) and 
minimum degree k B 2. Zf I BI < min( 1 A I,2k - 2), then any two vertices of G 
are joined by a path P such that B c V(P). 
Proof: Choose U, v E V(G). Let P = u1 u2. . U, be a uv-path of 
maximum length with u = u, and v = u,,, and suppose that B @ V(P). The 
proof splits into two cases. 
(a) G-P consists entirely of isolated vertices. Choose w  E B\V(P). 
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Since IBI c IAl, we may also choose XEA\V(P). Let S=N(x), T=N(w) 
and T+=(uilui-,~T}.Then IT+IaITI--l=d(w)-1,andsincePisa 
uu-path of maximum length, ISn T+ 1 < 1. Hence 
IBI 2 ISu T+ u (w}l3 ISI + IT+1 >2k- 1. 
This contradicts the hypothesis that II3 < 2k - 2. 
(b) G-P contains a longest path Q of length q k 1. The hypothesis 
that IBI < 2k - 2 implies that G is 2-connected. By Theorem 1, G contains a 
cycle C of length 2 IBI. Since by Menger’s Theorem G contains two disjoint 
paths from {u, u} to V(C) we have IV(P)nBI 34 IBI. Thus IV(Q)nBI < 
L+ IBI j < k - 2, and q < 2k - 4. Let w  and x be the end vertices of Q. 
Suppose w, XE A. Then do(w) 6 $4 and hence dp(w) > k- iq 2 2. 
Similarly dp(x) 3 k-+q. Let S= Np(x), T=N,(w), and T+ = 
{ui 1 u~-~E T). Th en IT+ I 2 ITI - 1 and by the maximality of P, 
SC-IT+=@. Moreover I(V(P)nB)\(SuT+)j3+q-1, since if USES and 
ui E T\ { ui} then by the maximality of P, Ii - jl 3 q + 2. Hence 
IBI 2 IBn W’)l+ IPn VQ)l 
>ISuT+I+tq-l++q 
ak-+q+k-;q-l+q-1=2k-2 
Again this contradicts the hypothesis that IBI < 2k - 2. Similar contradic- 
tions hold when w, x E B, and when w  E A and x E B. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The proof is by contradiction. Let G be a counterexample to the 
theorem, chosen such that k + I is as small as possible and, subject to this 
condition, such that I V(G)1 is as small as possible. Using Theorem 1 we 
may deduce that either 1 <k, or else I = k and IAl = I BI. Thus if C is a 
longest cycle in G, then 
IV(C)(<2min(IBI,k+1-1) 
Let H be a component of G - C chosen such that (A n V( H)I > I B n V( H)I. 
We shall first use Corollary 6 to prove some propositions concerning the 
structure of H. We shall then use these results to obtain a maximal path in 
G, one of whose end vertices lies in A. The theorem will then follow by 
applying Lemma 5. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let u and v be two vertices of H which are strongly con- 
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netted to C. Suppose that d”(u) =m,, d,,(u) =m2, and that u and v are 
joined by a path of H of length p > 2. 
(i) Zf ueA andvEB then p<m,+m,-2. 
(ii) If u, VE A then p < m, + m2. Moreover if k > 1 then 
p6m, +mz-2. 
Proof of (i). Using Corollary 6 and the facts that d,-(u) > k -m, and 
d,(o) > I - m,, it follows that 
IV(C)1 >2(k-m,+l-m,+p-2)+2(q(u, v)-- IN,(u)nN,(u)l). 
Since UE A and v E B we must have N,(u) nN,(u) = 0, and since 
q(u, 0) 3 2, 
IV(C)/ >2(k+I-2)+2(p-m,-m,+2). 
Hence p<m, +mz--2. 
Proof of (ii ). Again using Corollary 6 and the facts that d,(u) > k - m , 
and d,(v)bk-m,, 
IV(C)1 >2(k-m, +k-m,+p-2)+2(q(u, u)-- IN,(u)nN,(v)l) 
=2(k+I-2)+2(k-I) 
+ 2(q(u,u)-IN,(u)nN,(u)l)+2(p-m,-m,). 
Since q( u, u) 3 IN,(u) n N,(v) 1, with equality if and only if N,(u) = N,(v), 
it follows that p <m, + m2. Suppose k > 1. Then 
I VC)l 2 2(k + I- 2) + 2(q(u, 0) - IA’,(u) n N,(v)l) 
+ 2(p-m,-m,+l) 
and hence p < m, + m, - 1. Moreover, if p = m, + m2 - 1, then we must 
have equality throughout. Thus N,(u) = N,(u), k - m, = d,-(u) = d,(u) = 
k-m,, and m1=m2. This implies that p = 2m, - 1, which is impossible 
since u and u both belong to A, and hence they can only be joined by paths 
of even length. Thus p d m 1 + m2 - 2. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let H, be a 2-connected bipartite graph with bipartition 
(A 1, B, ). Choose u, u E V( HI ) and suppose each vertex of V( H, )\ {u, u} has 
degree at least m. Then H, contains a uv-path of length at least p, = 2m - 2. 
Moreover, if either 
(i) IAll > JB,I and each vertex of A, and B, has degree at least k, and 
I,, respectively, in H, or 
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(ii) IA,\{24 u}l> IB,\{u, u>I, IAll 2 lB,l and each vertex of 
A,\{& 0) md B,\{u, u> h as e d g ree at least k, and I,, respectively, in H, 
then H, contains a uv-path of length at least pz = min(k, + 1, - 1, k + [-- 2, 
2k, -2}. 
Proof: Let H: be the graph obtained by taking m disjoint copies of 
H,\{u, u} together with two new vertices u* and v* and joining the 
neighbours of u to u* and the neighbours of v to u*. By Theorem 1, HT 
contains a cycle C1 of length at least 2p,. If u*, u* E V(C,) then, clearly, 
some copy of H, contains a uv-path of length at least pl. On the other 
hand, if {u*, v* } g V(C,), then C, is itself contained in some copy of H, . 
Since H, is 2-connected there exist two disjoint paths from (u, v} to V(C,). 
This again gives rise to a uv-path of length at least pl. 
Furthermore, if H, satisfies either (i), or (ii), then we may redefine H: by 
taking either two, or kI, disjoint copies of H,\{ u, v}, respectively. In both 
cases we may apply Theorem 1 and the inductive hypothesis to Hf, to 
deduce that Hf contains a cycle of length at least 2p,. The proof now 
proceeds as above. 
Armed with Proposition 2, we now return to our component H of G-C. 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf H is 2-connected, then either 
(i) H is hamiltonian, or else 
(ii) k = 1, IA n V(H)1 > IBn V(H)I, and A n V(H) contains two ver- 
tices which are strongly connected to C, and are joined by a path of H qf 
length 2k - 4. 
Proof Let A,=An V(H), B,=Bn V(H), and k, and 1, be the 
minimum degrees in H of the vertices of A r and B,, respectively. Consider 
the following three cases: 
(a) IAll = IB,I. We shall show that His hamiltonian. Suppose lBll 3 
min(k, + 1, - 1, k + I- 1). It follows from the inductive hypothesis that H 
contains a cycle of length at least 2 min(k, + II - 1, k + l- 1). Hence 
k, + I, - 1 <k + I- 2. Using Menger’s theorem we deduce that any two 
vertices of H are joined by a path of length p> k, + 1, - 1. If 1, 31 then 
k, < k - 1. Choose u a vertex of A I of degree k, in H. Since G is 2-connec- 
ted we may choose u E V(H)\ { } u such that u and v are strongly connected 
to C. By Corollary 6, 
IV(C)I>2(k-k,+d,(u)+k,+l,-1-2) 
+ 2M4 4 - I&44 n Wdl) 
>2(k+l- 1)+2(d,(v)-2)+2(q(u, u)- IN,(u)nN,(u)l). 
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Since if d,(u) = 1, then N,(u) #N,(u) and q(u, v) > IN,(u)nN,(u)l, it 
follows that 1 V(C)1 > 2(k + 1- 1). This is impossible. Hence I1 < 1 and by a 
similar argument k, <k. Now, choosing u and u vertices of A i and B, of 
degrees k, and I,, respectively, we contradict Proposition l(i). The only 
alternative is that IB, 1 < min(k, + 1, - 1, k + I- 1) and, using the inductive 
hypothesis, we deduce that H is hamiltonian. 
(b) IAll > lBll and k, >I,. We shall show that this case cannot 
occur. Choose u, u E V(H) such that 1.4 and u are strongly connected to C. 
Applying Proposition 2(i), H contains a uu-path of length 
p>min(k,+/,-1, k+l-2). If p>k+l-2, then it is easy to see that 
1 V(C)1 >, 2(k + I). Hence we may assume that p > (k, + I, - 1) and using 
the arguments of case (a) we obtain a contradiction to the assumption that 
IV(C)1 <2(k+l-1). 
(c) IAll > lB,l and k, 61,. We shall show that (ii) occurs. Let u, u, 
and u’ be vertices of H chosen such that u E A and 
d,(u)=k, 6d,(u)=m,,<d,(w)=mz6d,(x) 
for all .x E V( H)\(u, u}. If k, 2 k then, by Proposition 2, any two vertices of 
H are joined by a path of length at least 2k - 2. This implies that 
IV(C)l>4k and hence k,<k-1. If m,>k-1 then, again by 
Proposition 2, u is joined to any x E I’( H)\(u) by a path of length at least 
2k - 4. This implies (ii) and hence we may assume that k, < m, <k - 2. By 
Proposition 2, u is joined to u by a path of H of length p > 2m, - 2. 
Suppose k > 1. By Proposition 1, p 6 k, + m, - 2, and hence 
k, = m, = m,. If IB, I d 2k, - 3 then, by Lemma 8, H contains a uu-path of 
length at least 2 lB,l - 1 32k, - 1. If IBil >2k, -2 then, by Theorem 1, H 
contains a cycle of length at least 4k, - 4. Using Menger’s theorem we 
deduce that H contains a path from u to either u or w, of length at least 
2k, - 1. Both alternatives contradict Proposition 1, and hence k = 1. 
If pdk,+m,-2, then since p>2m,-2 we must have k,=m,=m,, 
and by similar arguments to the above, we may deduce that H contains a 
path from u to either u or w, of length at least 2k, - 1. Hence we may 
assume that p 3 k, + m, - 1 3 3. By Corollary 6, 
IV(C)1 32(k-k, +k-m,+p-2)+2(q(u, u) 
- IN,(u)nN,(u)l)+(p-2)(q(u,o)-2) 
>2(2k-2)+2(q(u, v)- IN,(u)nN,(u)l- l)+(p-2)(q(u, u)-2). 
Thus q(u, u) - IN,(u) n N,(u)1 6 1. If equality holds, however, then since 
p 3 3, we must have q(u, u) = 2 and hence 1 N,(u) n N,(u)1 = 1. Using the 
facts that d,(u) 3 2 and d,(u) >, 2, it can be seen that the last two equalities 
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cannot occur. The only remaining alternative is that q(u, v) = 
IN,(u) n N,(u)1 and hence N,(u) = N,(u). Thus u and u both belong to A, 
and we must have p 2 2k,. By Corollary 6, 
IV(C)l>2(k-k,+k-n,+p-2)+(p-2)(q(u,u)-2) 
>,2(2k-2)+2(p-2k,)+(p-2)(d,(u)-2). 
Since 1 V(C)1 <2(2k-2) we must have equality throughout. Thus 
d,(u) = 2, k, = d”(u) = k - 2, and p = 2kl = 2k - 4. Hence (ii) holds. 
PROPOSITION 4. If H is separable then k = 1 and H is a star. 
Proof. Let J be an end block of H, z be the cut vertex of J, and m be 
the minimum degree of the vertices of V(J)\ {z > in H. By Proposition 2, z is 
joined to any vertex of I’(J)\{ z) by a path of length at least 
max{ 2m - 2, 1 }. Consider the following two cases. 
(a) For each end block L, of H, with cut vertex wi, we have 
I(V(L,)\{wi))nAl < IV(L,)nBj. Let F be the graph obtained from H by 
deleting all vertices V(Li)\{ wi} an d 1 a so all cut vertices WOE A, for each end 
block L, . Since 1 V(H) n Al > I V(H) n BI, it follows that V(F) # 125 and 
\V(F)nAj > IV(F)nBI. Since dF(x)=dH(x) for each XE V(F)nA, the 
minimum degree k,of V(F) n A in F is at least two. By Theorem 7, F con- 
tains a cycle C, of length at least 2k,. 
(i) Suppose k, 3 k - 1. Since G is 2-connected we may choose 
x, y E V(H) such that x and y are strongly connected to C. Furthermore, 
for each end block Lj of H some vertex of V(L,)\{w,} is adjacent to a ver- 
tex of C. Thus we may assume that x E V(J)\{ z} and that d,(x) 3 I- m. 
We now consider the block/cut point tree T of H and note that C, is con- 
tained in a block D of H which corresponds to an internal vertex of T. We 
may modify our choice of J and y in order that any path in H from J to 4’ 
meets at least one vertex of V(D)\{ y }. It follows that H contains an 
xy-path which uses at least max(2m - 2, 1) edges of J and at least k, edges 
of C,. By Corollary 6, 
IV(C)( 32(1-m+d,(y)+max(2m-2, l)+ki--2) 
+ 2(q(x, Y) - IN,(x) n Nc(~)l) 
B 2(k + I - 1) + 2(d,( y) - 2) + 2(q(x, Y) - IN,(x) n N,(.v)l) 
22(k+f- l), 
since if q(x, y)= IN,-(x)nN(y)J then N,(x)=N,(y) and d,(y)>2. 
(ii) Hence k, <k - 2. Choose u E V(F) n A with dF(u) = k,. Then 
d,(u) 2 2. 
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Again, since G is 2-connected, we may choose the end block J and vertex 
u of V(J)\(z) such that u and u are strongly connected to C, are joined by 
a path of H of length p>2m-2+k,, and d,(v)al-m. Applying 
Proposition 1, we deduce that k = 1 and u E A. 
Moreover, if z E A, then z 4 V(F), and hence u is joined to z by a path of 
H of length at least k, + 1. On the other hand, if z E B then every oz-path 
has odd length and thus u is joined to z by a path of H at length at least 
2m - 1. Thus, in either case, we may assume that p > 2m + k, - 1. It 
follows from Proposition l(ii) that k, + 2m - 1 6 k, + m, and hence m = 1 
and p= k, + 1. Thus V(J) = {u, z} and Z-E V(F). Hence J contradicts the 
hypothesis of (a). 
(b) Some end block L of H with cut vertex w  satisfies 
I(W)\{w))n4 2 IVL)n4. w  e may assume that L has been chosen 
amongst the end blocks of H which satisfy (b) in order to contain as few 
vertices as possible. Let k, be the minimum degree of ( V(L)\ { w }) n A in L. 
We first show that: 
at least two vertices of C are adjacent to vertices of V(L)\{ w}. (2) 
Suppose (2) does not hold. Then k, 2 k - 1 and, using the 2-connectivity of 
G, exactly one vertex t of C is adjacent to vertices of V(L)\{ w}. If k, = 1 
then k = 2 = I, 1 V(L)1 = 2, and it can easily be seen that 1 V(C) 3 
2(k + I - 1) = 6. Hence we may assume k, > 2. Let I, be the minimum degree 
of (V(L)\{w})nBin L. S’ mce (2) does not hold, k, + I, > k + I- 1. Since G 
is 2-connected, we may choose u E V( L)\( w} and v E V(H)\( V(L)\{ w }) 
such that u and u are strongly connected to C. Consider the following two 
subcases: 
(i) {w, U} @ A. By P roposition 2(ii), L contains a uw-path of 
length p 3 min(2k, - 2, k + I- 2). Thus H contains a uv-path of length at 
least p. Since IV(C)l<2(k+I-1) we have 2k,-2<k+l--3 and hence 
k, =k- 1 =I- 1. Thus UEA, and since {w, U} g A, WEB. It follows that 
every uw-path has odd length and hence p $2k, - 1 = 2k - 3. This con- 
tradicts the assumption that I V( C)l < (2k - 1) and completes the discussion 
of (i). 
(ii) {w, U} c A, and hence IA n V(L)1 > IBn V(L)I. Let D be the 
graph obtained from G[ V(L) u {t}] by joining t to w  if they are not 
already joined. Since each vertex of A n ( V(D)\ { w  } ) has degree at least k 
in D, it follows from Proposition 2(ii) that D contains a tw-path of length 
at least k+f-2. Thus G[V(H)u {t}] contains a &-path of length at least 
k + l- 2. This contradicts the assumption that 1 V(C)1 < 2(k + I- 1) and 
completes the proof of (2). 
We now proceed as in case (a). Let F = L - ( ( w  } n A). Then each vertex 
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of V(F) n A has degree at least k1 in F. If kl > 2 then, by Theorem 7, F con- 
tains a cycle of length at least 2k,. Thus L contains a uw-path of length at 
least k, for each UE V(L)\(w), and this conclusion remains valid when 
k, = 1. 
Suppose k, 3 k - 1. Using the 2-connectivity of G and (2), we may 
choose the end block J, a vertex XE V(J)\(z) such that d,(x) 2 f-m, and 
a vertex y E V(F)\w such that x and y are strongly connected to C and are 
joined by a path of H of length at least k, + max(2m - 2, 1). We now 
obtain a contradiction as in case (a)(i). 
Hence k, d k-2. Choose UE V(F) nA with dF(u) = k,. Let J be an 
end block of H distinct from L. Since G is 2-connected we may choose 
u E V(J)\{ z} such that d,-(u) 2 I- m, and that u and v are strongly connec- 
ted to C and are joined by a path of H of length p 3 k, + 2m - 2. We now 
deduce as in case (a)(ii) that k = Z, v E A, V(J) = {u, z} and z E V(F). Thus 
z= WE B. Using the minimality of 1 V(L)1 it follows that V(L) = (u, w}. 
Since J was an arbitrary end block of H distinct from L we deduce that H 
is a star. 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2. If each com- 
ponent of G - C is either hamiltonian, or else is an edge, then it can easily 
be seen that G contains a maximal path, of length at least 1 V(C)1 + 1, and 
whose end vertices lie in A and B, respectively. By Lemma 5, it follows that 
G contains a cycle of length at least min( 1 V( C)l + 2,2(k + I- 1)). This con- 
tradicts the choice of either C or G, and hence G - C contains a component 
H which is neither hamiltonian nor an isolated edge. Moreover, since 
(Al > lB[, we may choose H to satisfy IA n V(H)1 3 IBn V(H)I. Consider 
the following two cases. 
(a) k > 1. It follows from Propositions 3 and 4 that H is an isolated 
vertex x. Moreover, since B @ V(C) we may choose another component 
H, of G - C such that V(H,) n B # @. 
Suppose H, is an isolated vertex y. Let C= c,c?. . . c,ci and N-(y) = 
{ciI ~~+,~N(y)}.Since IN(x)1 >k, IN-(y)1 =IN(y)l >l,and IV(C)nBI < 
k + l- 2, it follows that IN(x) n Np( y)l Z 2. However, if ci, C;E 
N(x) n N- ( y) then the cycle 
has length I V(C)1 + 2 which contradicts the choice of C. 
Thus I V(H,)I 3 2. Using Propositions 3 and 4, we may also deduce that 
IA n V(H,)I 6 IBn V(H,)I. Let I, be the minimum degree of the vertices of 
Bn V(H,) in H,. If 1, > 2 then, by Theorem 7, H, contains a cycle of length 
at least 21,. Choosing y a vertex of HI which is adjacent to a vertex of C, 
we may deduce that H, contains a path P, of length at least 21, - 1, one of 
whose end vertices is y. Let ci E N(x) and c, E N,(y) be chosen such that 
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j- i is as small a positive integer as possible. Let P, be the maximal path of 
G obtained by extending the path XCiCi_ i . . . cjyP, as far as possible. 
Clearly x remains an end vertex of P2. Moreover, if Ii b I, then P2 has 
length at least 2(k + I) - 1. This is impossible since Lemma 5 would imply 
that G contained a cycle of length at least 2(k + I - 1). 
Thus I, < 1, and we may assume that y has been chosen as a vertex of 
V(H,) A B of degree 1, in Hi. Thus d,(y) 2 I- I,, and since 1 V(C)1 d 
2(k + I - 2) it follows that j- i < 21, - 1. It can now be seen that P, has 
length at least 1 V(C)1 + 2, and hence by Lemma 5, G contains a cycle of 
length at least min( I V(C)] + 2,2(/c+ I- 1)). This contradicts the choice of 
either C or G, and completes the discussion of case (a). 
(b) k = I and IAl = IBI. If follows from Propositions 3 and 4 that 
IA n ( V( H)I > I B n V( H)I and that H is either an isolated vertex, or a star, 
or else 
A n V(H) contains two vertices u and u which are strongly connected 
to C, and are joined in H by a path Q of length 2k - 4. (3) 
Since, however, JAI = IBJ, G - C must also contain a component H, 
which satisfies I B n V( H, )I > IA n V( H, )I. Moreover, since k = 1, we may 
apply Propositions 3 and 4 to H, and deduce that H, is either an isolated 
vertex, or a star, or else 
B n V(H,) contains two vertices which are strongly connected to C, 
and are joined in H, by a path of length 2k - 4. (4) 
The components H and H, cannot both be isolated vertices by the same 
reasoning as in case (a). If H is a star, and H, is either a star or an isolated 
vertex, then choosing x E V(H) n A and y E V(H,) n B we may construct a 
maximal path of G, whose end vertices are x and y, and whose length is at 
least I V(C)/ + 3. We again obtain a contradiction by applying Lemma 5. 
Thus, by symmetry we may assume (3) occurs. Clearly I V(C) I = 4k - 4 and 
NC({“, u})’ {ci3 Ci+*k’--2}. w e may now use H, to construct a cycle 
longer than C. This completes the discussion of case (b) and the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
The proof is by contradiction. Assume that the theorem is false and let G 
be a counterexample chosen such that I V(G)/ is as small as possible. It 
follows immediately that 
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(i) no subgraph with fewer vertices than G satisfies the hypotheses of 
the theorem. 
Moreover, since G cannot satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 7, some ver- 
tex x0 E A has degree less than m. If a > b, then the graph G-x0 satisfies 
the hypotheses of the theorem. This contradicts (i) and thus a = b. We may 
now deduce, by a similar argument to the above, that some vertex y, E B 
has degree less than m. If b > 2m - 2, it then follows that G- {x0, y,} 
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, again contradicting (i). Thus 
b<2m-2. 
Suppose a = b = m. Since 
it follows from a result of Las Vergnas [S], see Berge [2, p. 216, 
Corollary 63, that G is hamiltonian. This contradicts the choice of G and 
thus 
(ii) m<a=bd2m-2. 
Let XEA and DEB. Since G-x, G-y, and G-(x, y} do not satisfy 
the hypotheses of the theorem if follows that 
(iii) 4x)82, d(y)>2, and 
(iv) d(x)+d(y)>m+l. 
We shall next show that G is 2-connected. If this is not the case then 
there exists a vertex u E V(G) and a partition (44, , M2) of I’(G)\{ u} such 
that no vertex of M, is adjacent to a vertex of M2. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that u E A. For i = 1 and 2 put 
a,= lAnMJ + 1 and bj= lBnMJ. 
It follows from (iii) that ai 2 2 and bi 3 2. 
Suppose min(a,, b,) > m. Let G1 be the subgraph of G induced by the 
vertices of M, u {v}. Then 
lE(G,)I 2 IE(G)I -d, 
>b+(a-- l)(m- 1)-a2b2 
>max(a,+(b,-l)(m-l),b,+(a,-l)(m-1)). 
Thus Gi satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, contradicting (i). 
The only alternative remaining is that min(a,, b,) < m and similarly that 
min(a,, b2) < m. In this case, it can be shown that 
[E(G)1 <b+(a-- l)(m- 1). 
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This contradicts the choice of G and hence we may deduce that G is 2-con- 
netted. 
Using Theorem 2, (ii), (iv), we may now deduce that G contains a cycle 
of length at least 2m. This final contradiction completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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